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WESTERN POWER, NATURALPOWER AND EARTH FRIENDLY SCHEMES 

319. Hon GIZ WATSON to the minister representing the Minister for Energy: 
Following the introduction of Western Power’s NaturalPower and Earth Friendly schemes, I ask -  
(1) Which people or body is responsible for deciding how the money raised through the schemes is spent?  
(2) Which body is responsible for monitoring the implementation of the schemes?  
(3) What are the monitoring and reporting mechanisms for these schemes?   
(4) Will the minister table the outcomes of the monitoring and reporting?   

Hon TOM STEPHENS replied: 
The Minister for Energy provides the following response.   

(1) Technical criteria for both schemes outline what and how the revenue raised can be expended.  That 
does not make a great deal of sense, but I will continue.  The NaturalPower scheme is accredited 
through the natural green power steering group and the Earth Friendly - sorry, the grammar on this is 
also shot.   

Hon Peter Foss:  It might just be the punctuation.   

Hon TOM STEPHENS:  No, it is the grammar.  The Earth Friendly scheme is certified by the Australian 
Greenhouse Office.   

(2) The NaturalPower scheme is accredited through the NGPSG, which is administered by the Sustainable 
Energy Development Authority in New South Wales.  The Earth Friendly scheme is certified through 
the greenhouse-friendly program run by the AGO and administered by Det Norske Veritas, which 
probably wrote the answer! 

(3) Both schemes require quarterly reporting to the various program administrators.  The NaturalPower 
scheme is required to undertake an annual external audit to maintain accreditation with the results 
submitted to SEDA.  The Earth Friendly scheme requires recertification each year via an independent 
approved verifier with results submitted to Det Norske Veritas.   

(4) Monitoring and reporting for the various schemes are responsibilities of the program administrators.  
For the NaturalPower scheme, these are published by SEDA via its web site at 
www.greenpower.com.au.  With regard to the Earth Friendly scheme, Western Power reports quarterly 
to Det Norske Veritas, which collates the information for the AGO.  As the earth-friendly product 
became available only in February 2004, a full reporting cycle is yet to be completed.   

 


